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there were the Native Americans, already living within the continent who and beliefs and 
perspectives of their own.  

 Nor is it true to say that all vampires drink blood – that is largely a European 
concept. Vampires can draw on many things for their sustenance. They can drink things like 
sweat or semen from sleeping individuals or amongst some Spanish and Native Americans 
they can sustain themselves simply with energy which they leech from their victims through 
a process akin to osmosis. They do not necessarily drink from the jugular vein in the neck – 
how about the soles of the feet or the crook of the arm? Neither do all vampires have to be 
dead <although some of them are> – they can be living evil-doers, witches and wizards – or 
they can sometimes be the results of horrific experiments on human beings, altering them 
into something else, something not human at all. Something that maybe might very well be 
more than human. And they are not easily repelled by the sight of a simple Cross for some 
have their roots in traditions that are far older than Christianity. There are therefore many 
variations and misconceptions concerning the vampire. 

 All of the above sorts of vampire are found all across America – the task is to root 
them out. And they may not always be in the place that we expect them to. In his fascinating 
book American Vampires, Dr. Bob Curran takes a trip across America, investigating the 
shadowy side streets of its major cities; the lonely back roads of its rural countryside, its dark 
mountain trails, misty bayous and sinister swamps, in search of the vampires that might be 
lurking there. He explores the dark histories of such places and the cultures and beliefs of the 
peoples who live there in order to see how such perceptions have shaped the vampire legends 
that pertain to such areas. And he explores whether indeed there might be any truth in some 
of these tales – or is there perhaps some other explanation for them?  His journey takes him 
to the darkened thoroughfares of downtown New York, to backwoods Ohio; to the 
shadowed valley of California and Wyoming, to the fog-wreathed lakes of rural Louisiana. 
And he travels to what might be considered the Vampire Capital of the United States – not 
Los Angeles or New Orleans as you might expect but South County, Rhode Island – to hunt 
down a continuous line of vampire ladies stretching back from modern times to the 17th 
century. He hunts down vampire pygmies in Wyoming and Montana; seeks out a vampire 
well in North Carolina; looks for a vampire witch amongst the ruins of an ancient 
Massachusetts town and tracks down a deadly shadow in New York. And is there an Order 
of nuns who guard the Undead somewhere in New Orleans? Dr. Curran travels to the 
haunted city to find out.  

 So why not come along with him – why not explore the curious, hidden world of 
vampires in America?  Only if you think your nerves are strong enough for the journey will 
be a particularly frightening one but at its end, we guarantee you’ll never look at vampires in 
the same way again. Still think that you know them?  
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